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THE PURPOSE of this paper is twofold. First of all, we study properties of harmonic 
maps from a compact manifold M into a compact manifold N with non-positive 
curvature. Second of all, we apply these properties to the study of compact group 
actions on manifolds which admit homotopically non-trivial maps into N. On the one 
hand, we obtain new information about (differentiable) group actions on manifolds. 
On the other hand, we obtain topological obstructions for manifolds to admit metrics 
with non-positive curvature. The results in this paper will explain the main results of 
the second author in [12] which partly motivated this paper. 
In the first part of the paper, we describe the space of harmonic maps from M into 
N which are homotopic to a given map. In [ll], P. Hartman showed that this space is 
connected and is a point if N has curvature strictly negative and the image of M is 
not a point or a circle. We show that the space is a compact connected totally 
geodesic submanifold of N and is a point if r,(N) has no non-trivial abelian subgroup 
and the image of M is not a point or a circle. Our proof is different from Hartman’s 
and depends on the computation of the Hessian of the distance function of N 
considered as a function defined on N x N. This last computation is of interest in its 
own right. 
In case the harmonic maps are surjective maps from M into N and their induced 
map from rr,(M)‘into r,(N) is surjective, the space of harmonic maps is very simple 
and is homeomorphic to the group generated by parallel translations of N. This latter 
group, by a theorem proved in [6], has dimension equal to the rank of the center of 
PI. 
In the second part, we apply the previous description of harmonic maps to the 
study of compact groups acting on a compact manifold M. For example if there is a 
map f from M into a compact manifold N with non-positive curvature so that for 
some class w E Hk(N, R) f*w# 0, we can prove that the degree of symmetry of M in 
the sense of W, Y. Hsiang is < (1/2)(dim M - k)(dim M - k + 1) when k > 1 and 
<(1/2)(dimM-l)dimM+l whenk=l. 
For finite group G acting smoothly on M, we can get informations by the following 
procedure. Give M a Riemannian metric so that the compact group G acts by isometry. 
Then we can apply a theorem of Eells and Sampson [l] to homotope f to a harmonic map 
which we still call f. Suppose that for some closed k-form w (k > 1) in N such that its 
integral over any integral cycle is an integer, we have f*(w)[M] = rn # 0. Then we,prove 
that G acts locally freely on N and Go is a torus with dimension c the rank of a maximal 
abelian subgroup of al(N) or the first Betti number of M. Furthermore, the subgroup 
{g E G/f 0 g = f} is finite and has order dividing m. If we specialize to the case where 
m = 1 and where rl(N) has no non-trivial abelian subgroup or M has zero first Betti 
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number, then G is finite and we prove that the natural representation of G into the 
outer automorphism group of a,(N) is injective. This shows that not only the degree 
of symmetry of compact manifolds of negative curvature is zero, but also the degree 
of symmetry of any manifold that represents a homology class (with dimension > 1) of 
such a manifold is zero. 
If there is a degree one map f from M onto a compact locally symmetric space 
which has non-positive curvature and admits no closed one or two dimensional geodesic 
subspace as a local direct factor, then we prove that f is homotopic to a G-equivariant 
map so that G acts by isometry in the image. Furthermore G acts freely on M iff G 
acts freely on the locally symmetric space. The same assertion is true if we replace 
the above locally symmetric space by a compact flat manifold but assuming further 
that f,[~~(M)l = n,(N). A rather interesting corollary is that any finite group action 
on a homotopy torus is equivariantly homotopic to a linear action on the standard 
torus. It would be nice to know a similar assertion in the topological setting. 
Finally, we prove that if M is a compact spin manifold which admits a map f from 
M into a non-positively curved manifold N so that (f*o) U fl[Ml f 0 where u is a k 
dimensional cohomology class in N and R is the dim A4 - k dimensional a-class of M, 
then any connected group acting on M is a torus acting locally freely with dimension 
not greater than the rank of a maximal abelian subgroup of n,(N) or the first Betti 
number of M. We have learned that the last theorem was independently proved by 
completely different methods by W. Browder and W. C. Hsiang in the case where N 
is a general K(rr, 1). (However, their conclusion in our special case seems to be weaker 
than ours.) 
Most of the theorems here can be generalized to the case of non-compact 
manifolds. Results here were obtained at the end of 1975. We thank Professors W. 
Browder, B. Lawson and W. C. Hsiang for their interest in this work. (See Note added in 
proof.) 
51. COMPUTATION OF THE HESSIAN OF A DISTANCE FUNCTION 
Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold. Let r: N x N +W be defined by 
r(u, u) = distance from u to u. Let D be the diagonal of N x N and u an open 
neighborhood of D so that r is smooth on O\D, and for every pair (u, v) E O\D there 
is a unique shortest geodesic from u to v. Let V be the Riemannian connection on N x N 
induced by the product metric. Thus for each point (u, v) E O\D and X, Y E T(“,“,N x N 
(the tangent space of N x N at (u, u)), the hessian of r in directions X and Y is given by 
rxy = XY(r) - (V,Y)r, 
where Y is extended in an arbitrary manner to a smooth vector field in a neighbor- 
hood of (u, v). It is standard that r xy = ryx. The purpose of this section is to calculate rxx 
in terms of the curvature of N. 
For any (u, v) E S\D, let -yUU be the unique shortest geodesic from u to v with 
arclength parametrization. Let e, E T,N be the tangent vector to yUU at u. Thus e,(u, u) 
defines a smooth vector field on O\D. We choose e2, . . . , e, depending smoothly on (u, u) 
so that for any (u, u), {er, . . . , en} is an orthonormal basis for T,,N. By parallel translation 
along -y.” we define t,, . . . , i$ which is a basis for T,N for each (u, u). Now we consider 
(6,. . . , en, 6,. . . , i?“} as a local orthonormal frame on S\D. 
The first variation formula implies that 
Vr = F, - el. (1.1) 
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Let X = X, + X2 E TC,,,,N x N, where 
X, = 2 &ei and X2 = 2 TiCi. 
i=l i=I 
Extend X to be a local vector field on O\D by letting its coefficients with respect to 
{e,, . . . , en, 6,. . . , En} be constant. So we have 
rx,y = xxr - (V,X)r = - (V,X)r (1.2) 
= (e, - 63, V,X). 
In order to compute (e,, VxX), let u be the geodisic in N x N from ~(0) = (u, u) to 
a(r) = (u, t)) defined by u(f) = (ruu(r- t), v) for t E [0, t-1. We first consider 
l,‘,” r(e,, VXXN~ON. 
Let f,, . . . , fn be an orthonormal basis for T,,N so that (f,, e,) = 0. Suppose f, is 
chosen so that X, is a linear combination of f, and e,(u, v). Extend f,, . . . , f,, to be a 
local frame by parallel translation along radial geodesics from U. We now suppose that 
ie,, . . . , en} has been chosen with e2 = (f, - cf,, e,)e,//]f, - cf,, e,)e,jl). Thus we may 
suppose that X, = &e, + r2e2. 
We consider the term lim t(e,, V,X,). We have 
I-+0 
t(el, VXJI) = GX2h. Ve,e2) + &Ye,, Vqe2) 
= G52h [el, e21) - tt22(V,eh e2> 
= QX2(el. [el, e21) + t6*([el, e21, e2> 
since VJ, = 0 = Ve,e, along c+(t). It follows that 
[el, e21(40) = llf, J;,Ii,,e,,, = [eb fJd0) 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
where we use the fact that (f,, e,) = 0 along yUyuv. To compute lim t[e,, f,], we choose a 
normal coordinate x on N centered at o, and, we take the product coordinate system 
(x, y) on N X N centered at (u, v). By rotation we may assume that f,(u) = (8/6’x2)(0), 
and that -y,,,, is contained in the xl-axis. Thus we have f, = (a/8x2) + ,g, ai(x)(a/ax’) 
where the Ui are smooth functions with ~(0) = 0. Since we have chosen normal 
coordinates, we have 
a 
n xi&T 
elk 0) = - z lx1 and ed09 Y) = 2 & -$ 
where ) ( is the Euclidean norm. Therefore 
edx, Y)=$ $$$j$+$ bi(X, y)$ 
i=l 
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where bi(X, y) is a smooth function for xf y, and bi(x, 0) = bi(O, y) = 0. We then have 
” (y’-xi)xZ a +,y’x,S+~ ly_xp s-&fl[bilf$ 
+i2, aj ( Iys”xi- (yi - x')(yj -x') a [y-xl3 ax’ > 
Thus it follows that 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
Therefore, applying (1.3) and (1.4) we conclude 
(1.7) 
Since Vx,X, and VX,X2 are tangent to the second factor of N X N, we have 
I$2 t(e,, Vx,X2) = 0 
lim t(e,, Vx2X,) = 0. 
f+o 
(1.8) 
It remains to compute 1:~ t(e,, V,Xr). To do this we apply reasoning similar to the above, 
taking 
where f, is aprallel along rays from v, and is chosen so that X2 = nrZl + q&. Then 
As above we have [e,, tMa(t)) = [e,,fr](a(t)). Again choosing a product normal 
coordinate system (x, y) centered at (u, v) so that f,(u) = (alay*) and so that y,,” is 
contained in the xl-axis we argue as above to conclude that lim t[e,, f,] = - f,, so that 
t+cl 
(1.9) 
Combining (1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) we have 
(1.10) 
where we make no special choice of e2, . . . , e,. 
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Now let V be the Jacobi field along (T satisfying 
V((T(0)) = l&l X(cr( t)) 
(1.11) 
V(g(r)) = X((T(r)). 
Then clearly (e,, V) is constant along w, and (e,, VXX) = (e,, VvV) at the endpoints of u. 
Therefore we have 
r(el, V,YX)(U, a) - 1,‘: t(er, V&KU(~)) 
= r(e,, VvV)(u, u) - l:y t(e,. VvV)(a(t)) 
I 
, =- edt(eh VVV)) = I r edt(Vd, V)) 0 0 
=- Jr (v,,v, v) + I,’ t(Ve,V, V,,V> - Ior t(R(el, WV, ed 
0 
1 =- IlVil’l’+l:t(V~,V,V~,V)-lo’I(R(el,V)V,e,) 
2 0 
= Ir t(V,,V, V,,V> - 1 t(R(ei, WV, et). 
0 
(1.12) 
Combining (1.10) and (1.12) we get 
(el,VxX)(u,8)=t~52-~~**iq,+tlnlf(VelV.C,V)-~fort(R(el,V)V,e,). (1.13) 
1 I 
By similar reasoning, if we let 6(t) be the geodesic in N x N defined by c+(t) = 
(u, -yU,(t)), we can do the analogous calculation to obtain 
-(~,,vxX)(u,u)=~~~2-li: ri=2tJ1+1- ~lu’t(v,,v,v,,v]-S~~(R(~I, V)VvzJ (1.14) L 
where V is the Jacobi field along 5 satisfying 
V(@(O)) = 1;: X(a(t)) 
V(@(r)) = X((T(r)). 
Thus (1.2), (1.13), and (1.14) imply 
1 r -- (1.15) r 
I 
t(R(I,, V)V,&). o 
NOW r* is a smooth function on 0, so‘by (1.1) and (1.15) we have 
(r2)xx = 22 (6-ai)2+2/r t(Ve,V7V,,V)+2/’ f( s,V, Vs,V)-2/'t(R(el, V)V, eJ 
0 0 0 
t(R(E,, WV, 21). (1.16) 
We can now prove the following proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose the sectional curvature of N is non-positive. Let X = 
XI + X2 E T,,,,(N x N). Then (r2)XX is non-negative, and is equal to zero if and only if 
the following is true: There is a parallel vector field W defined along yUU such that 
W(u) = XI, W(v) = X2, and (R(y:,, W)W, y:,)=O on -y,,“. In particular, if the sec- 
tional curvature of N is negative, W is proportional to -y:“. 
Proof. Define W(y,Jt)) to be the projection of V(u(r - t)) onto the first factor of 
N x N. Now (1.11) implies that W(u) = XI. If (r*) xx = 0, then (1.16) implies that & = ni 
for 1 5 i 5 n, that W is parallel along yUU, and that (R(e,, W) W, e,) = 0 on y,,“. Since W 
is parallel along y,,” we then have W(v) = i tiei = X2. This proves Proposition 1. 
i=l 
$2. UNIQUENESS OF HARMONIC MAPS 
Let A4 and N be two complete Riemannian manifolds. Suppose the sectional 
curvature of N is nonpositive. We wish to study uniqueness of harmonic maps in a 
given free homotopy class of maps from A4 to N. 
We first recall the definition of harmonic maps. Let f: A4 + N be a C’-mapping. 
Let ds,* be the metric tensor of N, and consider the symmetric tensor f * dsN2 gotten 
by pullback. We define the energy density eCf), to be the trace of f * ds,* taken with 
respect to dsd, the metric tensor of A4. We say that f is harmonic if for every 
compact domain D C A4, and for every one-parameter family f,: M + N for t E (- 1, I) 
with f,, = f, and f, = f outside of D for all t E (- 1, I), we have 
eCfr) d V,j,=, == 0. 
Define the energy functional Ecf) by 
where dVM is the volume element of M. 
Let f and g be two harmonic maps from A4 to N which are freely homotopic, and 
such that Ecf) and E(g) are finite. We will show that if A4 has finite volume, then f 
and g are homotopic through harmonic maps in an explicit way (see Theorem 1). 
Let 2, k be the universal covers of M, N respectively. Then r,(M, *) and rr(N, *) 
act as groups of isometries on fi and # respectively so that M = &f/r,(A4, *) and 
N L a/v,(N, *). Let F: fi x a+R be defined by ?(x. y) = distance from x to y. Since 
& has nonpositive sectional curvatures, we know that F is smooth on fi x fi\diagonal. 
Now r,(N, *) acts on fi x N as a group of isometries by 
4x, Y) = (4x), (Y(Y)) for Q E m(N, *h 
Thus i: induces a function r: N x ti/a,(N, *)+R. Let F: A4 x [0, l] + N be a homo- 
topy of f with g so that F(p, 0) = f(p) and F(p, 1) = g(p) for all p EM. We now 
choose a lifting P: &f x [0, 1] + N, and call P(p, 0) = f(p) and P(p, 1) = g(p) for all 
p E M. This defines liftings f, g of f, g. We now have that if y E rl(M, *), there exists 
(Y E n,(N, *) with 
~C(Y(P)) = d(p) and HY(P)) = C@(P) for all p E ~2. (2.1) 
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Thus if we define a map K: a-+ N x fi by k(p) = (f(p), g(p)), we see that h is a 
harmonic map, and by (2.1) i induces a harmonic map 
h: M + N x N/n,(N, *). 
We now define a function p(f, g): A4 +R by p(f, g) = r 0 h. The function p*(f, g) is 
smooth on M, and we will calculate its Laplacian. Before doing so we set up some 
terminology. 
Let f: M-+ N be a smooth map, and let 8,, . . . , @,, be an orthonormal coframe in a 
neighborhood of p E A4. Let w,, . . . , w, be an orthonormal coframe in a neighborhood 
of f(p) E N. Define fia, 15 i I n, 1 5 (Y I m by 
f*wi = 8, fia0a for 1 5 i I fl. (2.2) 
We have the structure equations for N and M 
Exterior differentiating (2.2) and applying (2.3) we have 
fiap = fipa for lIi<n, lsa,psm. 
If cp is a smooth function on M we define its gradient and hessian by 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Similarly, if I/J is a function on N we have 
The condition that f be harmonic is expressed by the following system of equations 
$, f& = 0 for 1 Ii 5 It. (2.8) 
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We now calculate the Laplacian of p2 = p2cf, g). 
(2.9) 
where we use i (1~ i i n) to denote differentiation with respect to the last n 
coordinates of fi x fi/~,(N, *). Now we have 
Ap2 = x (p2)aa = 2 x (Prifi, + Prig,), 
(I n.i 
= 2 2 (rifib + rigia)2 + 2 xc. PCrijfiJja + 2rijfiagia + rrj&&ja I+ 2 2 (prifi,, + pl;-giaa). 
n.i a.r,, n.i 
Since f, g are harmonic, we apply (2.8) to obtain 
Ap2 = 2 C (rifia + rrgia)2 + 2 x <riifJia + 2rijfiugja + rijg,g,). 
0.i U.1.l 
(2.10) 
If el, . . . , e,, El, . . . , C$ is an orthonormal frame on fi x fi/r,(N, *) we define a vector 
X, by 
-Xx = i: f&i + 2 giaf?ii, 
i=l i=l 
and note that (2.10) may be written 
Ap2 = 2 x ( rdie + rigi,)’ + 2 x prxax,. 
La m 
(2.11) 
Thus we may apply Proposition 1 to conclude that p* is a subharmonic function on M. 
We now prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose M is a complete manifold, and cp is a function defined on M 
satisfying AQ 2 0 and $&~QI d V, < 03. Then Q is harmonic. 
Proof. Fix a point POE M. Choose a sequence of numbers Ri +a-~ so that 
ja~~i(~ IvQl+'o. s UC h a sequence exists since JMlV(pl< 00. Now we have 
I AQ = BRimI) I IVQI aBR,(PO) 
where v is the unit normal vector of c?B,~(P,,). Letting i + CO we have &p=Oandso 
AQ=O. 
COROLLARY 1. If M has finite volume, and Q is a function on M satisfying AQ ~0, 
and $M IVQI* S “, then Q is a harmonic function. 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 and the Schwarz inequality. 
LEMMA 2. Let Q be a harmonic function on a complete manifold M of finite 
volume. Suppose that SM IVQI’ < 00. Then Q is a constant function. 
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Proof. Let 1,4 be any smooth function on M satisfying 
I 
(~1’ < 00 and .fM lV+12 < 00. 
M 
Let 7) be a Lipschitz function so that 1 2 n 2 0 on M, 
/ 
1 on &UV 
77= 
0 outside &(I% 
and JVq( 5 $. 
We then compute 
I, vcp . v* = I, VP . V((1 - 77)IcI) +I, vv . v77+cI) 
= \ 
M 
(Vq . V$)(l- 7) - I, (Vcp . V77M 
Thus 
Letting R + 00 we 
We now choose 
conclude Vq . Vs1, = 0 for any function $t with 4, IVI,/JI E L*(M). 
I 
K if cp>K 
*= cp if cp E [- K, K] 
-K if cp<-K. 
From this choice of CL we conclude 
Letting K +m we conclude that cp is constant. This proves Lemma 2. 
We now consider the function cp on M defined by 9 = (p2 + 1)“2. Now cp is a 
smooth function on M, and we see from (2.9) 
From (2.11) we see that Aq 2 0. If Ecf) + E(g) < ~0, and M has finite volume, then we 
can apply Corollary 1 and Lemma 2 to conclude that cp is constant on M. Thus we see 
that p(f, g) is a constant function on M>so (2.11) implies that 
(r2)x,x, =O for 1 ICX Sm. 
In particular, we can lift to universal covers and conclude that (f2)I,f0 = 0 where 
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Applying Proposition 1, we find vector fields W, which are parallel along the unique 
geodesic yp from f(p) to g(p) and satisfies W,@(p)) = it, f;:,ei(f(p) and W,(g(p)) = 
i giaZi(g(p)). Proposition 1 also gives 
i=l 
(R( W,, q;)$$, W,) = 0 along ?,,. (2.12) 
Since f is constant, we parametrize each $, on [0, 1] proportional (independent of 
p E i@) to arclength. We define a one-parameter family of maps fi: & + fi by letting 
f;(p) = yP(t). Then we see that f0 = f and f1 = S. It follows from the parallelism of W, 
and from (2.12) that 
(2.13) 
Because n,(N) acts by isometries on & x fi, we see that given (+ E r,(M), there exists 
(Y E r,(N) so that f* 0 (+ = (Y Q fr for 0 5 t 5 1. Thus we have induced maps f,: M + N 
for t E [0, I] such that f0 = f and f, = g. 
We show that each fi is a harmonic map. Let n(t) be the geodesic from f(p) to 
g(p) in N which is the projection of ?p. It follows from (2.13) that df,(v,) is a parallel 
vector field along ‘yp for each p E M. We therefore conclude that 
df,)(P) = a$, Idft(ve)12 is constant on yp, 
where uI, . . . , u, is an orthonormal basis for T,M. Therefore, for each t E [O,l] we 
have 
J-M) = Ecf). (2.14) 
In particular it follows that E(f) = E(g); i.e. every harmonic map of finite energy 
homotopic to f has the same energy as f. To prove f, is harmonic, we consider two 
cases. First suppose that M is compact. In this case, if ft is not harmonic, the method 
of’ Eells and Sampson111 shows that we can find a deformation fi,s of ft so that f,,O = ft, 
and ft., is a solution of the heat equation. An easy application of the maximum 
principle to the function ~cf,,~, f), shows that f&M) remains in a compact subset of N 
as s increases. The techniques of [2] thus show the existence of a harmonic map f,,m 
with Ecf,,-) < Ecfi). Now ft,m is homotopic to f, so we must have E(f& = E(j) in 
contradiction to (2.14). 
If M is noncompact, we use the method of [2], solving the boundary value 
problem on BR(PO) C M using [3] to get a harmonic map fi,R: &(P,J + N homotopic to 
fi with ft,~ = fi on. 8BR(P0). Since the function rCft,R, f) is subharmonic in BR(Po) and 
constant on cYB,(P& We conclude that for a compact subset K c M, f&K) lies in a 
compact subset of N (independent of R). The method of [2] thus produces a harmonic 
map fl.m homotopic to f, with Ecf,,m) < E(f,) = E(f) again giving a contradiction. Thus fi 
is a harmonic map for t E 10, 11. We have thus proven the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose M is complete with finite volume and N is complete with 
strictly negative sectional curvature. Let f: i%f + N be a harmonic map of finite energy. 
There is no other harmonic map of finite energy homotopic to f unless f(M) is 
contained in a geodesic of N. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose M is complete with finite volume and N is complete with 
nonpositive sectional curvatures. If f, g: M + N are homotopic harmonic maps of 
finite energy, then there is a smooth one-parameter family ft: M + N for t E W of 
harmonic maps with fO = f and f, = g. Moreover, for each p E M, the curve u,(x): t E 
W} is a constant (independent of p) speed parametrization of a geodesic. Also, the map 
M x W -+ N given by (p, t)Hf,(p) is harmonic with respect to the product metric on 
M x R. Moreover, p + fi (a/at) is a parallel section of f*TN, the pullback of the 
tangent bundle of N with*pulled back connection. 
COROLLARY 2. Under 
harmonic one-form. 
the hypotheses of Theorem 2, it follows that M has a 
Proof of Corollary 2. Let ml,. . . , w, be an orthonormal basis for N, and let w be 
the form dual to f,(a/at). Locally, w has the representation 
O(P) = 2 ai(Ph(f(p)) for P E M. 
i=l 
Let 8,, . . . , 0, be an orthonormal frame on M, and define 
da; + 2 aif*mji = 2 ai,&. 
j=l 0=I 
It follows from Theorem 2 that ai, = 0 for 1~ i I n, 1 5 (Y ‘: m. Let r be the pullback 
of the form w. Then we have T = E aifioOa = 2 b,O,. NOW, 
i.a a=I 
where we have used (2.5) and (2.8). Thus r is a harmonic form. 
Remark. If the map f: M + N has image which contains an open subset of N, then 
by choosing a regular value of f in N, one sees that r is not everywhere zero. 
If M and N are compact, we have the following structure for the space of 
homotopic harmonic maps. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a given harmonic map from a compact manifold M to a 
compact real analytic manifold N having nonpositive sectional curvatures. The space of 
harmonic maps homotopic to f may be identified with a compact immersed totally 
goedesic submanifold of N. In fact, there is a compact manifold NO of nonpositive 
sectional curvatures and a map F: M x NO+ N so that for each p E M, F(bl,, is an 
isometric immersion onto a totally geo&sic submanifold of N, and so that 
is the space of harmonic maps homotopic to f. 
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3. 
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COROLLARY 3. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 3 hold. Suppose also that r,(N) 
has no noncyclic abelian subgroup. If f,(r,(M) is not cyclic or trivial, then f is the 
unique harmonic map in its homotopy class. 
Corollary 3 follows because nonuniqueness implies that No contains a circle whose 
image y is nontrivial in n,(N). The assumptions imply that there is u E f *(n,(M)) so 
that y and u generate a subgroup of rank two which is abelian. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let No be the space of harmonic maps homotopic to f. We 
first show that No can be given the structure of a compact totally geodesic sub- 
manifold of N. Fix a point POEM and g E No. Let U(g) = 
{h E No: dist (g(p), h(p)) < co for all p E M} where l o > 0 is the injectivity radius of N. 
It is clear from the discussion of this section that U(g) is homeomorphic in Co 
topology to O(g) = {h(po): h E U(g)}. We show that 0(g) is a totally geodesic sub- 
manifold of N. In fact, Theorem 2 implies that O(g) is a union of geodesics through 
g(po). Let Y(g) c TgCpOIN be the set of all multiples of tangent vectors at g(po) to these 
geodesics. Thus we have 
We claim that Z’(g) is a linear subspace of TnC,,,,) N. To see this we first note that L(g) 
is closed because given {vi} C Z(g) with vi -+ v E TRCPOjN we have harmonic maps 
hi E U(g) with hi(po) = eXp,,,,,(Eo/2)(vi/lvil). NOW E(hi) = E(f) is uniformly bounded, 
so the estimates of [l] imply that {hi} is C” equicontinuous, and hence hi += h, a 
harmonic map with h(po) = exp,(,Jeo/2)( v/l v I). Th is shows that 56’(g) is closed. To see 
that Z(g) is a linear subspace, we simply note that if vI, v2 E Z(g) with (v,, v2) 20, 
then vI + v2 is the limit of tangent vectors of geodesics connecting g(po) to a point on 
the shortest geodesic Y, from exp,~,,+(v,/lv,l) exp,,,,,t(v2/lvZI). This geodesic 7, is 
contained in 6’(g) since it joins points in O(g). Since N is real analytic, - v E 9(g) if 
v E 9(g), so this shows that T(g) is a linear subspace, and hence we have 
Ok) = kxp,tpop: v E .=%gh I4 < E01 
is a submanifold of N. Moreover, O(g) is totally geodesic since it is a convex subset of 
N. Thus we have shown that No+ N given by h + h(po) is an immersion of No onto a 
totally geodesic submanifold of N. We give No the metric induced from this im- 
mersion and note that No is compact since E(h) = Ecf) for all h E No. Thus No is a 
compact manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature, and we define a map 
F: M x No-+ N by F(p, h) = h(p). 
The theorem will be finished if we can show that Fllp)xNO is an isometric immersion 
onto a totally geodesic submanifold of N, but this follows because dist (h,(p), h?(p)) = 
dist (h,(po), h2(po)) for all p E M and all h,, h2 sufficiently close. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 3. 
Remarks. Without the assumption that N be real analytic, Theorem 3 is not strictly 
true as stated. For N which is only C”, the, above proof shows that the space No of 
homotopic harmonic maps is a connected totally geodesic submanifold of N with 
boundary aNo. Here ~NO need not be smooth, but is a Lipschitz submanifold of N. 
We now consider assumptions which guarantee that a one-parameter family of 
harmonic maps induces a parallel vector field on N. 
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THEOREM 4. Suppose M, N are real analytic Riemannian manifolds. Suppose m 2 n 
and f: M + N is a harmonic map between compact manifolds, N having nonpositive 
sectional curvatures. Suppose the pullback under f of the fundamental cohomology 
class of N is nonzero in M. Suppose also that the induced map f,: r,(M) -+ r,(N) is 
surjective. Let g: M -+ N be a harmonic map homotopic to f. Let F: MxR+Nbethe 
harmonic map of Theorem 2. Then there exists a parallel vector field V on N satisfying 
= VU(p)) for all p EN. 
Proof. Theorem 2 implies that dF,,,,(alat) is a parallel section of the pullback 
tangent bundle f *( TN). We consider a lifting P: ti + N of F to universal covers. Let 
q E G be a regular value of f, and let p Ef-‘(q). Our hypotheses imply that f is 
surjective, so there is a neighborhood U of p in fi which is mapped onto a 
neighborhood 0 of q in fi. For any 4 E 0, define V(4) = d~~,,,(a/at) where p E 
U flf’-‘(cf). The value of v(4) is independent of the choice of d since f-‘t(r) n U can 
be taken to be a connected m-n dimensional manifold, and dFc;cp,o,(a/at) is a parallel 
section of f*(T& which is a linear space. Thus v is a parallel vector field in 0, and 
we extend it by parallel translation along rays from q to be a vector field on all of l$ 
Since v is parallel on 0, and fi is real analytic, it follows that v is parallel on all of N. 
If we view v as a section of f*(Tfi), then we see that v = dF,.,oj(alat) on U, so since 
f is real analytic (see Morrey[4]), we have v = d&,)(a/at) on all of fi. 
We now show that v pushes down to a vector field V on N. Let n: fi += N be the 
projection map. Let q E N, and choose a point (I E r-‘(q). Let y be a closed curve in 
N with y(O) = y(l) = q. Define V locally near q = -y(O) by V = dr( v). By covering the 
curve y with small neighborhoods we get a definition of V as a vector field along y. 
We must show that V(y(1)) = V(y(0)). Choose a point fi ET-‘(G). Let p EM be the 
projection of ~5. We then know from above that dFc;,,o,(a/at) = v(Q), and so it follows 
that dF~p.o~(a/at) = V(y(0)). Since f *: r,(M) + r,(N) is surjective, there is a curve LY in 
M with a(O) = cr(1) = p and f(a) = y. Now dF ~,~s~,o~(d/at) and Vcf(cu(s)) are parallel 
sections of f *(TN) along LY which agree at s = 0, so we have Vcf(cu( 1)) = V(y(1)) = 
dF,P,oj(a/at) = V(y(0)). This completes the proof of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4 it follows that if f, g are 
homotopic harmonic maps then g = a! 0 f for some isometry Q in the (abelian) group of 
isometries generated by theparallel vectorfields. In this cas, the spaceof harmonic maps. 
homotopic to f is parametrized by the latter group which has dimension equal to the rank 
of the center of n,(N). 
3. HARMONIC MAPS AND COMPLETE MANIFOLDS 
In this section, we remark that the standard existence theorem for harmonic maps 
between Riemannian manifolds can be generalized to non-compact manifolds in the 
following manner. 
THEOREM 5. Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold with non-positive cir- 
vatures. Let M be any complete Riemannian manifold. Let f be a smooth map froth M 
into N such that for some compact subset R of M, flM\fl is homotopic to a constant 
map and that for some k dimensional compact cycle CY in M, f,(a) is not homologous 
to zero in Hk(N, N\C) where C is some compact set in N. Then f is homotopic to some 
harmonic map with finite energy. 
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Proof. The proof is almost the same as the one given in [2]. Only two 
modifications are needed. Hamilton’s theorem [5] on the Dirichlet boundary-value 
problem can be generalized to the case where N need not be compact. This was done 
by the first author in his thesis and will appear soon[31. In 121, we found a sequence 
of harmonic maps from domains of M into N. We showed the equicontinuity of this 
sequence. The existence of the homology class (Y in the hypothesis guarantees that the 
sequence in fact converges. 
Remark. Theorem 5 remains valid if we can find an element (Y in a,(M) so that 
f,(a) is not trivial in r,(N, N\C) where C is some compact set in N. From this 
remark, one may generalize the theorems in [2] to the case where N is not compact 
with suitable assumptions. 
We remark here the following generalization of the fiat torus theorem of [6]. 
THEOREM. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with non-positive curvature. 
Let A be an abelian subgroup of r,(M) such that for some element cy E A and some 
compact set C in M, (Y is not trivial in n,(M, M\C). Then there exists a totally geodesic 
k dimensional flat torus on M whose fundamental group contains A as a subgroup of 
finite index. 
Proof. This follows easily from the above theorem and the proof of the unique- 
ness theorem in 92. 
4. COMPACT GROUPS ACTING SMOOTHLY ON A MANIFOLD 
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold with finite volume. Let G be the group 
of isometries of M. Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold with non-positive 
curvature. Let A(N) be the group of affine transformations of N. Then by direct 
computation, one knows that if f is a harmonic map from M into N and g is an 
element in A(N), then g 0 f is harmonic. We use the uniqueness theorem of 02 
to study the behaviour of the action of G on M. 
We begin with the following 
THEOREM 6. Suppose there exists a smooth map f from M into N such that f is 
homotopic to constant outside a compact set of M. Suppose for some homology class 
a E Hk(M, Z), f,(a) is not homologous to zero in Hk(N, N\C) where C is some 
compact set in N. Suppose that for each g E G acting on M, there is a map 2 E A(N) 
such that f 0 g is freely homotopic to g’ 0 f. (We do not assume that g is unique or 
non-trivial.) Then if N has negative curvature, there is a (smooth) harmonic map h 
homotopic to f such that either h(M) is a circle or for all g E G, h 0 g = j 0 h. 
Proof. By Theorem 5, we know that f is homotopic to some harmonic map, call it 
h. It remains to prove the last equation. For any g E G, the map h 0 g is clearly 
harmonic. As h 0 g is freely homotopic to S 0 h, Theorem 1 stated in $2 shows that 
either h(M) is a circle or h 0 g = g 0 h. 
COROLLARY 5. Let M be a complete manifold with finite volume. Suppose that there 
exists a smooth map f from M into a complete negatively curved manifold N which is 
homotopic to constant outaide a compact set. Suppose: also that for some homology 
class a E Hk(M, Z), f.+(a) is not homologous to zero in Hk(N, N\C) where C is some 
compact set in N. Then dim G I (1/2)(dim M - k)(dim M - k + 1). 
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Proof. It is enough to restrict G to its identity component. In this case every 
element g E G is homotopic to identity and f 0 g is homotopic to f for all g E G. 
Hence there is a harmonic map h from M into N so that either h(M) is a circle or 
h 0 g = h for all g E G. Since the discussion for the case where h(M) is a circle is the 
same as the latter, we assume that h(M) is not a circle. The existence of the homology 
class a! clearly implies that for some point p E M, the rank of h, at T,(M) is at least k. 
Hence for some open set U, the rank of h* is at least k. But as principle 
orbits are dense (see [7]), there is a point q E U so that the orbit G(4) is a principle 
orbit. The equation h 0 g = h for all g E G shows that G(q) is subset of the fiber 
h-‘[h(q)] and has dimension not greater than dim M - k. Since G acts effectively on 
its principle orbit, the estimate on dim G follows immediately. 
THEOREM 7. Let N be a complete reat analytic manifold with non-positive cur- 
vature. Let M be a compact k-dimensional (k > 1) real analytic orientable manifold 
with a compact group G acting real analytically. Suppose for some smooth map f 
from M into N, f 0 g is freely homotopic to f for all g E G. Suppose there exists a 
closed k-form w in N such that the integral of w over any compact k-dimensional 
integral cycle is an integer and f*w[M] is a non-zero integer m. If there exists an 
element a in r,(M) so that f,(a) is not trivial in r,(N, N\C) for some compact set C 
in N, then there exists a real analytic map h homotopic to f with the following 
properties : 
(i) (i) The group d = {g E G/h 0 g = h} is finite and has order dividing m. Fur- 
thermore, each element of G preserves the orientation of M. 
(ii) For any point p E M, the isotropy subgroup of G at p is finite. 
(iii) The image of G(p) under h is a finite union of submanifolds of some 
embedded 1 dimensional totally geodesic flat manifold with 1 not greater than the rank 
of a maximal abelian subgroup of r,(N) or the first Betti number of M. 
(iv) The connected component of G is a torus with dimension I 1. 
(v) When N has negative curvature or when n,(N) has no non-trivial abelian 
subgroup or when the first Betti number of M is.zero, the group {g : h 0 g is homotopic to 
h} is equal to G. 
Proof. Since G acts real analytically on M, we can average a real analytic metric 
of M so that G acts isometrically on M with some real analytic Riemannian metric. 
According to Theorem 5, we can find a harmonic map h from M into N which is 
homotopic to f. Since both M and N are real analytic, a theorem of Morrey[4] shows. 
that the smooth map h is in fact real analytic. By well-known theorems in real analytic 
geometry [8] we know that both M and N can be triangulated so that h(M) is a simplical 
subcomplex of N. 
With respect to this h, we can define the group d. We have to prove that 6 is finite 
and has order not greater than m. In fact, the assumption f*(o)[M] = h*(w)[M] # 0 
implies that h(M) is a k dimensional simplical complex. Furthermore for points x in 
some open dense set U of h(M), h-‘(x) is finite and the differential of h at each point 
of h-‘(x) has rank k. The equation h 0 g = h shows that if g E d and g fixes a point in 
h-‘(x), g must fix an orthonormal basis in the tangent space of that point. This is 
possible only if g is the identity and hence G acts freely on h-‘(x) for x E U. 
Let T be a tubular neighborhood (in N) of the (k - I)-dimensional skeleton of 
h(M). Then the closed k-form o restricted to T is cohomologous to zero. Hence by 
subtracting some exact form in N, we may assume that w is zero in a tubular 
neighborhood of the (k - I)-dimensional skeleton of h(M). For each k-dimensional 
simplex S of h(M), we can choose a smooth k-form os which has compact support in 
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an open set U, of S so that U, C U, the number of components of h-‘( U,) is equal to 
the number of points in h-‘(x) for x E U,, hlh-‘( LI,) is a covering map and w,[S] = 1. 
Clearly the closed k-form w, restricting to h(M), is cohomologous to C a,~, for 
s 
some real number a, where s runs through all k-simplices of h(M). Now [h(M)] can 
be written as a sum of k dimensional cycles Cr, . . . , Cl where the support of Ci 
intersect the support of Cj is a complex with dimension I k - 1, each k-simplex 
appears in exactly one Ci and no proper subcomplex of any Ci can form a cycle. By 
changing s to - s if necessary, we may assume that w,[Ci] = 1 if s E Ci. Then consider 
the closed form i ( E a,)@, where Si is a k-simplex randomly chosen from Ci. For 
i=l SEC, 
each Cj, w[Cj] = f: ( Z a,o,)[Cj] = h ( 2 U,)w,[ Cj] = x u,. Since Cj is an integral 
i=l SEC, i=l SEC, SGC, 
cycle, the assumption on o shows that E a, is an integer. 
Now consider f*o[M]. It is equal to h*w[M] = E ( C u,h*w,)[M]. We claim that 
i=l SEC; 
h*o,[M] = h*oJM] when both s and S belong to the same Cf. Indeed, let T(Ci) be a 
simplical tubular neighborhood of C’; so that Hk(T(Ci)) is generated by Hk(Ci). Since 
no proper subcomplex of C’i forms a cycle, Hk(Ci) is cyclic. If we extend w, and w, to 
be smooth k-forms in T(Ci) which are zero in a neighborhood of the (k - 1) 
dimensional skeleton of C’i, then o, and wi have the same value at the generator of 
Hk( T(Ci)) and by de Rham’s theorem, o, - ws is an exact form in a neighborhood of 
Ci. Hence h*w,[M] = h*w,-[Ml. 
Therefore we have m = h*w[M] = Ib (x u,)h* 
i=l SEC, 
wsi[M]. In order to prove that the 
order of d divides m, it suffices to prove that it divides h*oJM]. Recall that support 
wSi C Usi where h-‘(Usi) = U Oj SO that h[Oi is a diffeomorphism with rank k. Hence 
h*wsi[M] can be calculated as follows. Fix a point x in N so that w,~(x) # 0. Then if 
{Xl,. . ., x,} is the set of points in h-‘(x) and dV is the volume form in M, 
h*o,,[M] = 5 sign [h*wsi(xj)/dV] where sign(u) = + 1 if a >O and - 1 if a <O. 
j=l 
Let C? be the subgroup of G which preserves orientation of M. Then either d = G 
or 6 has index two in G. We claim the latter cannot happen. Indeed, let g E G\G and 
kl, . . .9 gp, %I,. . .? gg,} be the complete set of elements in G with gi E 6 for 
l~i(p.ThengTdV=dVand(ggi)*dV=-dVforl~i~p.Theequationhog=h 
for g E G shows that sign [h*o,i(gj(x))/dV] = sign [h*w,,(x)/dV] and sign 
[h*wq(ggj(x))/dVl =-sign [(h *w,,(x))/dV] when h has rank k at x. Since G acts 
freely on the set h-‘(x), it is clear from the above two equations and the formula for 
h*osi[M] that h*wsi[M] = 0 for all i. In particular h*o[M] = 0 which is a contradic- 
tion. Hence G consists of orientation preserving isometries. The above proof also 
shows that the order of d divides h*o,,[M] for all i. This completes the proof of (i). 
To see (ii), we note that if g, is a one parameter family of elements in G such that 
h 0 gt(p) = h(p). Then as h 0 g, is freely homotopic to h, the proof of Theorem 2 shows 
that in fact h 0 g, = h. As G is finite, g, must be a trivial family. 
To prove the other assertions, we observe that if X is a Killing field on M, then h*X 
gives rise to a parallel section of h* TN. Recall that from the proof of Theorem 3, for each 
point x E M, there exists a totally geodesic submanifold of N passing through h(x) 
which parametrizes the space of harmonic maps homotopic to h. We can find parallel 
sections 211, u2,. . . , vk of h*TN so that h*v,, . . . , h*vk form a basis for the totally 
geodesic submanifold at h(x). Fix a point x where h* is injective. Since X gives rise to a 
one parameter family of isometries g, which also gives rise to a one paramete; family of 
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harmonic maps h 0 g,, X defines a section of h*TN and can be written as 2 c;ui in a 
i=l 
neighborhood of x where c; are smooth functions. Let ri be the pull back of the forms 
dual to vi. Then as in corollary 2 of theorem 2, T; is harmonic and hence ri(X) is constant 
(see [12]). This shows that X is a parallel section of h*TN in an open set of M. Unique 
continuation then shows that X is parallel everywhere 
Of Y is any other Killing field on M, then V h.XhXY = 0 and V,,,vh*X = 0. Hence 
h,[X, Y] = 0. Assertion (ii) shows that [X, Y] = 0. Therefore Go, the connected 
component of G, is abelian. As h 0 g(p) = h(p) implies h 0 g = h for g E Go, h(G’(p)) is 
the image of an embedding of the torus Go/G (3 Go. It is clearly totally geodesic and flat 
with dimension not greater than the rank of a maximal abelian subgroup of r,(N). It is 
also not greater than b,(M) because every Killing field defines a parallel section of h * TN 
which gives rise to a harmonic of M. 
COROLLARY 6. Let N be a compact real analytic Riemannian manifold with 
non-positive curvature. Let M be a k-dimensional compact orientable real analytic 
manifold that represents some k-dimensional integral cohomology class w in 
Hk(N, Z), i.e. there exists a smooth map f from M into N such that f*u[M] = 1. 
Suppose r,(N) has no non-trivial abelian subgroup or M has zero first Betti number. 
Then any compact group G acting real analytically on M is finite. Furthermore the 
natural homomorphism from G into the outer automorphism group of m,(M) is 
injective. In fact, the composite off * with the above map into the outer automorphism 
group of r,(N) is also injective. 
Proof. Let d be the subgroup of elements of G so that f 0 g is freely homotopic to 
f. Then Theorem 7 shows that G is trivial. Since N is a K(r, I), the condition that 
f 0 g is freely homotopic to f is a condition on the action of g on the fundamental 
group of M composed with the homomorphism f,: r,(M)+ r,(N). This easily implies 
the other half of the corollary. 
When the map from M into N is surjective, we can say a little more. 
THEOREM 8. Let M and N be two compact orientable manifolds of the same 
dimension. Suppose N has non-positive curvature and there is a map f from M into N 
so that f *[N] = m[M] # 0 and f,r,(M)] = r,(N). Let G be a compact group that 
acts smoothly on M. Let G be the subgroup of G consisting of element g E G such 
that f 0 g is freely homotopic to f. Let A(N) be the subgroup of the identity component 
of A(N) that is generated by parallel vector fields of N. Suppose for each g E G, there 
is an (not necessary unique or non-trivial) element g E A(N) such that f 0 g is freely 
homotopic to g 0 f. Then there is a smooth map h: M + N and a homomorphism 
y: G+A(N) so that 
(i) fog=y(g)of forallgEG. 
(ii) The kernel of y(= Ker (7)) is a finite group whose order divides m. 
(iii) G = r-‘(A(N)) and G/Ker (y) is isomorphic to a subgroup of the p dimen- 
sional torus A(N) with p = rank of the center of r,(N). 
(iv) The isotropy subgroup of the group G at any point of M is a finite abelian 
extension of a subgroup of Ker (y). 
(v) The isotropy group of r(G) at any point of M is finite. Furthermore if p is any 
prime number that divides the order of the isotropy group of -y(G) at a point x, then p 
also divides m or the order of the isotropy group of G at some point of h-‘(x). In 
particular, if m = 1 and G acts freely on M, r(G) acts freely on N. 
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(vi) The group G/G is finite and has a faithful representation into the outer 
automorphism group of n,(N) via f,. 
(vii) If N is a flat manifold, the rank of a(N) is also equal to the first Betti number 
of N. 
Proof. (i) As in the theorem, we can assume that f is homotopic to a harmonic 
map h. By hypothesis, for each g E G, there is an element g E A(N) so that h 0 g is 
freely homotopic to g 0 h. By Theorem 4 in 02, we know that there is an element g’ in 
A(N) so that h 0 g = (g’o g) 0 h. Since h*[N] # 0, h is surjective and g’ 0 g is uniquely 
defined by the above equation. Write g’ 0 g as y(g). Then it is clear that y is the 
required group homomorphism. 
(ii) The kernel of y is the subgroup of G consisting of elements g E G such that 
h 0 g = h. One can then apply the same argument as in Theorem 7. 
(iii) If g E 6, then h and h 0 g are freely homotopic. Theorem 4 shows that there is 
a uniquely determined y(g) E i(N) so that h 0 g = y(g) 0 h. Conversely if y(g) E 
A(N), y(g) is freely homotopic to identity and hence h 0 g is freely homotopic to h. 
The fact that dim A(N) is equal to the rank of the center of n,(N) is in Lawson- 
Yau [6]. 
(iv) This follows because A(N) acts locally freely on N so that the isotropy group 
of A(N) is a finite abelian subgroup. 
(v) The first statement follows from the fact that the connected component of 
r(G) acts locally freely. To see the second statement, let F be a cyclic subgroup of 
r(G) of prime order p that fixes a point x E N. Then we can find a subgroup P of 
order p in r-‘(F). Let f E P be the generator. Then either f fixes a point in h-‘(x) or F 
acts freely in h-‘(x). Our assertion follows easily from the argument of theorem. 
(vi) follows from the fact N is a K(n, 1) so that the existence of a homotopy between 
h 0 g and h depends only on their action on the fundamental group. 
(vii) this follows because for a compact manifold with non-negative Ricci cur- 
vature, the Bochner method (see 191) shows that a harmonic vector field is parallel. 
In the above theorems, we assume that for each g E G, there exists 2 E A(N) such 
that f 0 g is freely homotopic to 2 of. In this regard, it is natural to ask the following 
question. 
Question. Let N be a compact space with non-positive curvature. Let G be a finite 
subgroup of the outer automorphism group of r,(N). Then can one find a non-positively 
curved metric on N so that G is induced by the action of some finite subgroup of 
isometries of N? 
Some special cases of the above question can be answered. The following is a 
trivial consequence of Mostow’s rigidity theorem. 
THEOREM 9. Let N be a compact locally symmetric space of non-positive cur- 
vature. Suppose no closed one or two dimensional geodesic subspaces of N are direct 
factors of N locally. Then the outer automorphism group of N is finite and is induced 
by the group of isometries of N. 
In case N has zero curvature, we can also prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10. Let N be a compact flat Riemannian manifold. Let G be any finite 
group in the outer automorphism group of n,(N). Then G is induced by a subgroup of 
isometries of some flat Riemannian metric on N. 
Proof. If g E G, then since N is a K(r, l), we can realize g by a homotopy 
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equivalence of N. By the existence of a harmonic map in a given homotopy class, we 
can therefore assume that g is induced by some harmonic map g from N into N. 
Since N is flat, the only harmonic map from N to N is linear. (The curvature 
condition implies that the energy density is subharmonic on N. The compactness of N 
then implies that the energy density is in fact constant. Hence the Laplacian of the 
energy density is zero which implies the harmonic map is totally geodesic.) If we lift 
g to a map from the euclidean space R” to itself, then g(x) = A,x + B, for x E R” 
where A, is a constant invertible matrix and Bg is a constant vector. It is clear that the 
set {A,Ig E G} forms a finite subgroup of GL(n, R). Hence we can conjugate it to a 
finite subgroup of O(n, R) c GL(n, R). In other words, we may choose a flat Rieman- 
nian metric on N so that the matrices A, acts orthogonally. 
With this choice of the metric, we can associate to each g E G an element 5 in the 
group of isometries of N in the following way. Let & be the component of B, in the 
orthogonal complem%nt of the linear space spanned by the parallel vector fields of N. 
Then define &x) = Ag + & for x E R”. Since parallel vector fields act trivially on 
m,(N), d induces the same action as g on n,(N). Furthermore by the uniqueness 
theorem for harmonic maps, we know that d is uniquely determined by g, and the 
totality of {i/g E G} forms a subgroup of the group of isometries of N (with respect to 
the new flat metric). This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
As corollaries of these last two theorems, we derive the following application for 
finite group actions. 
THEOREM 11. Let M be a compact manifold with a finite group G acting effectively 
and smoothly. Suppose there is a degree one map from M onto a compact locally 
symmetric space N of non-positive curvature which admits no closed one or two 
dimensional geodesic subspaces as local direct factor. Then G has a faithful 
representation into the group of isometrics of N. Furthermore the action of G 
commutes with some degree one map (homotopic to the previous one) from M into N 
such that G acts freely on M if G acts freely on N. 
Remark. In this case N cannot have a local parallel vector field so’that we do not 
require surjectivity on fundamental group. 
THEOREM 12. Let M be a compact n-dimensional manifold with a finite group G 
acting effectively and smoothly. Suppose there are n integral one dimensional 
homology classes whose dual aI, . . . , a, satisfies the equality al U . . . U o,,[M] = 1. 
Then there is a faithful representation of G into the group of isometries of some fiat 
n-dimensional torus T”. The actjon of G commutes with some degree one map from M 
into T” so that G acts freely on M iff G acts freely on T”. The group d = 
{g E G(g*oi = ai for i = 1,2,. . . , n} is a normal abelian subgroup of G which acts 
freely on M. 
THEOREM 13. Let M be a compact manifold with a finite group G acting effectively 
and differentiably. Suppose we can find a degree one map f from M onto a compact 
flat Riemannian manifold N such that f,[rrl(M)l = r,(N). If either 7r1(N) has no 
center or b,(M) = 0, then there is a faithful representation of G into the group of 
isometries of N which in turn gives a faithful representation of G into the outer 
automorphism group of r,(N). The action of,G commutes with a degree one map from 
M into N so that G acts freely on M iff G acts freely on N. 
Remark. In all these theorems, we can find similar statements if we merely assume 
the existence of a non-zero degree map into the corresponding “model” manifold. 
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So far, we have always assumed that the manifold M represents some homology 
class with the same dimension as M. Actually this is not quite necessary. At least 
when G is connected, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 14. Let N be a complete real analytic manifold with non-positive cur- 
vature. Let w be a k-dimensional cohomology class in N which is not cohomologous to 
any class in N\C, for some compact set C in N. Let M be a compact m-dimensional 
real analytic orientable spin manifold with a connected compact group G acting real 
analytically. Suppose for some A-class R of dimension m - k, fl U f *o[MJ f 0. Then 
we can find a real analytic harmonic map h homotopic to f so that 
(i) The group G = {g E Glh 0 g = h} is a finite group. 
(ii) Any isotropy group of G acting on M is finite. 
(iii) The image of G(p) under h is a finite union of submanifolds of some embedded 
1 dimensional totally geodesic flat manifold with 1 not greater than the rank of a 
maximal abelian subgroup of r,(N) and the first Betti number of M. 
(iv) The connected component of G is a torus with dimension zz 1. 
(v) Suppose k > 1. Then when N has negative curvature or when rr,(N) has no 
non-trivial abelian subgroup or when the first Betti number of M is zero, G is trivial. 
Proof. We are going to use the terminology used in Theorem 7. As in that proof, 
we can find a harmonic map h homotopic to f. We can also choose the open set U 
defined there so that hjh-‘( U) is a fiber bundle. 
To prove (i). we note that since h-‘(U) is open, G acts effectively on h-‘(U). 
By restricting U more, we may even assume that C? acts effectively on h-‘(x) 
for each x E U. Since h-‘(x) has trivial normal bundle, W2(h-‘(x)) = 0 so h-‘(x) is a 
spin manifold and fI[h-‘(x)] is the A-genus of h-‘(x). Therefore, a theorem of Atiyah 
and Hirzebruch [ lo] shows that fI[h-‘(x)] = 0 if (? is not finite. Since w, has support in 
U, it is clear that R U h*w,[M] = 0. We can therefore arrive at the contradiction that 
R U h*(o)[M] = 0. The proofs of (ii)-(v) are the same as Theorem 7 and we omit the 
details of them. 
Note added in proof: Recently Prof. Eills informed us that T. Sunada had independently proved Theorem 3 for 
the special case of a compact locally symmetric space. His paper just appeared in Invent Math. 51 (1979), 
297-307. There is also a related paper of Connor and Raymond in the Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Math., 
Vol. 23 (1978). 
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